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Abstract:  

Objective: Skin patches that are thick, red, and scaly with a tendency to reoccur over time are the hallmark of the 

chronic autoimmune illness psoriasis. Cyclosporine and methotrexate have been two widely used therapies for severe 

psoriasis for a long time. Our goal in this research is to evaluate the clinical efficacy of methotrexate and cyclosporine 

as treatments for severe psoriasis. We want to learn about their results and provide some insight into how managing 

this difficult illness could benefit them. 
Methods: To learn more about the health of patients who were hospitalized because of severe psoriasis during the 

previous three years, Mayo Hospital in Lahore thoroughly analyzed their medical data. The goal of this research was 

to evaluate several outcomes connected to the severity of the illness, including the PASI score for the psoriasis area 

and severity and the length of hospitalization. 

Results: There were 26 patients in the research study in all. With a standard deviation of 24.64, the average decrease 

in the PASI (Psoriasis Area Severity Index) was determined to be 42.8%. In comparison to the methotrexate group, 

which had a lower drop in PASI (mean of 43.22% with a standard deviation of 24.4%) than the cyclosporine group 

(mean of 54.88% with a standard deviation of 12.73%), researchers found. In addition, the patients in the cyclosporine 

group received therapy for an average of 18.83 days on average, with a standard deviation of 9.39, as opposed to 

11.65 days on average, with a standard deviation of 5.91, in the methotrexate group. 

Conclusions: Severe psoriasis has been successfully treated with methotrexate and cyclosporine. Patients receiving 
cyclosporine therapy, however, can have lengthier hospital stays. 
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INTRODUCTION:  
As thick, red, scaly plaques on the skin that come and 

go, psoriasis is a form of autoimmune disease. This 

illness is often associated with arthritis in the joints, 

coronary artery disease, and mental health problems. 
It is regulated by immunological processes, hereditary 

vulnerability, and triggering environmental events. (1) 

From 0.09 to 11.4% of the world's population have 

psoriasis. Psoriasis is a condition that affects 0.4% of 

people in Asia. There are several topical medications 

for psoriasis, including anthralin, tar, corticosteroids, 

and calcipotriene; light therapy using ultraviolet B 

(UVB) and psoralen with ultraviolet A (PUVA); and 

systemic immunosuppressant medications like 

cyclosporine, methotrexate, and acitretin. (2) By 

preventing the production of DNA, the folic acid 

inhibitor propranolol has an antimitotic impact on the 
skin's outer layer. Having a potent immunosuppressive 

impact is the cyclic decapeptide cyclosporine. T helper 

cell activation and the production of cytokines like 

interleukin-2 (IL-2) are inhibited by its method of 

action in psoriasis. (3) The treatment of moderate to 

severe psoriasis has traditionally included the use of 

cyclosporine and methotrexate. (4) For moderate 

to serious psoriasis, both medications are still regarded 

in Pakistan as the first-line systemic therapy. (5) 

Numerous research investigations have shown the 

possible side effects of methotrexate 
and cyclosporine as well as their efficacy as 

treatments for mild serious psoriasis. For the treatment 

of nail psoriasis and psoriasis vulgaris, there are 

additionally some trials that mix the two medications. 

(6,7) 

 

Figure 1: Severe Psoriasis 

In comparison to the more potent and secure biologic 

treatments, these two drugs perform less well, as 

demonstrated by a recent meta-analysis. While 

traditional systemic treatment is being phased out, 

wealthier countries are increasingly choosing 

biological medicines. (8,9) Due to their comparatively 
expensive costs, biologics are not widely used in 

underdeveloped nations like Pakistan. Therefore, 

methotrexate and cyclosporine are still preferred 

medications in clinical settings for traditional systemic 

therapy. It is necessary to assess the effectiveness of 

these two drugs in treating Pakistani patients. In this 

investigation, systemic cyclosporine and 
methotrexate were used to treat individuals with 

severe psoriasis to evaluate the clinical results. 

METHODS:  
Study Design: The researchers received permission 
from the hospital's ethics committee to perform this 

retrospective analysis at Mayo Hospital in Lahore. 

Patients with severe psoriasis who were hospitalized 

in the Dermatovenereology ward between 2021 and 

2023 and were treated with methotrexate or 

cyclosporine were the main subject of the research. 

The demographic data, psoriasis area and severity 

index (PASI) ratings, duration of hospital stay, and 

history of therapy were all gathered by the researchers 

from the patient’s medical records. Severe psoriasis 

was defined as those with a PASI score higher than 10. 

The initial PASI scores were determined at the time of 

admission, and the final PASI values were computed 

the day following release. The decrease in PASI scores 

and the duration of hospital stay were the key 
outcomes tracked in this research. It was thought that 

the goal of treating psoriasis was to reduce PASI 

scores by 75% (PASI-75). 

The overall goals of this research were to examine the 
demographics of patients with severe psoriasis, 

identify the effects of methotrexate and cyclosporine 

on PASI scores, and examine the influence of these 

medications on hospital stay. The researchers wanted 

to provide insightful information on how severe 

psoriasis patients are managed and treated in a hospital 

setting. 

Statistical Analysis: The PSPP program, a publicly 

downloadable statistical tool, was used to carry out the 

statistical study. While Pearson's correlation was 

utilized to look at correlations between variables, 

descriptive techniques were used to analyze 

demographic information and clinical outcomes. The 

means of the regularly distributed data were compared 

using paired sample t-tests, whereas the means of the 
non-normally distributed data were compared using 

Wilcoxon rank tests. 

RESULTS:  
26 of the 30 hospitalized individuals with severe 
psoriasis who were the subject of a study were used in 

the analysis. Methotrexate and cyclosporine were used 

throughout the course of the therapy. The average age 

of the patients was 41.08 years old, with a standard 

deviation of 16.04 years, and there were around 1.7:1 
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more men than women among them. All of the patients 

had initial PASI (Psoriasis Area and Severity Index) 

scores that were high, with an average of 39.92 and a 

standard deviation of 15.88. 20 of the patients were 

treated with methotrexate, while 6 were treated with 

cyclosporine (Table 1). 

Table 1: Demographics of the study population 

  n % Mean SD 

Age     41.08 16.04 

Gender         

Female 9 34.6     

Male 17 65.4     

Systemic treatment         

PASI score      39.92 15.88 

Cyclosporine 6 20     

Methotrexate 20 66.7     

 

With a 12-hour gap between treatments, the methotrexate group was given dosages ranging from 2.5 to 5 mg three 

times per week, whereas the cyclosporine group got 50 to 100 mg twice daily. In contrast to the cyclosporine group, 

which had a higher average baseline PASI score of 46.95 (14.50), the methotrexate group had an average baseline 

PASI score of 37.81 (16.0) before therapy. (Table 2) 

Table 2: Average PASI rating for the two treatment groups 

    Cyclosporine Methotrexate 

PASI after Mean 21.08 17.03 

  SD 8.25 8.29 

PASI baseline Mean 46.95 37.81 

  SD 4.5 16 

p   0.003 <0.001 

 

Significantly lower PASI scores were seen in both therapy groups. For both groups, the average PASI score drop was 

45.91%, with a standard deviation of 22.59%. However, the methotrexate group exhibited a lower decrease than the 

cyclosporine group, with an average reduction of 43.22% (24.4) vs 54.88% (12.73) (Table 2). Only 5% of the 

methotrexate-treated patients had a PASI-75 response, which indicates a 75% or higher decrease in PASI score. On 

the other hand, the majority of the cyclosporine-treated patients reduced their PASI scores by between 50 and 75 

percent (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Decrease in (PASI) score divisions between two groups 
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With an average stay of 13.31 days and a standard variation of 7.33 days, the patient’s hospital stays varied from 4 to 

34 days. Notably, patients receiving cyclosporine had a lengthier hospital stay, lasting an average of 18.83 days (9.39), 

while those receiving methotrexate had a shorter stay, lasting an average of 11.65 days (5.91). 

The effectiveness of methotrexate and cyclosporine in treating severe psoriasis was assessed in this research. Both 

medications significantly decreased PASI scores, with the cyclosporine group seeing a greater decline. Only a tiny 

portion of methotrexate-treated individuals, however, showed a PASI-75 response. Patients receiving cyclosporine 

treatment spent more time in the hospital than those receiving methotrexate treatment. 

 

Figure 3: Hospital stay duration and decrease in PASI scores between two groups. 

DISCUSSIONS:  
Two systemic medications that have traditionally been 

employed for the treatment of mild-serious psoriasis 

include cyclosporine and methotrexate. (10) 

Determining the severity of psoriasis is crucial to 

selecting the best therapy.  The most popular 
techniques for assessing the degree of severity of 

psoriasis in medical practice, particularly for patients 

receiving systemic medication, are PASI and DLQI. In 

this research, the score obtained from the PASI is 

employed to evaluate clinical progress. Three severity 

classifications (mild, moderate, severe) are used in 

clinics based on the PASI score. PASI 5 indicates mild 

psoriasis, PASI 5–10 intermediate psoriasis, and PASI 

>10 severe psoriasis. (11) A tertiary hospital in 

Indonesia found that cyclosporine 

and methotrexate were successful in treating severe 
psoriasis. In this research, patients taking methotrexate 

or cyclosporine had substantially lower PASI scores. 

The effectiveness of cyclosporine is greater, although 

this distinction is not significant. Though there 

wasn't a statistically significant distinction, 

cyclosporine was shown to be more efficient than 

methotrexate in achieving PASI-75. (12) A clinical 

investigation revealed that cyclosporine 3 mg per day 

and methotrexate 15 mg per week administered for 16 

weeks might lower PASI values in 94 percent of the 

subjects by a minimum of 25 percent. In the 

methotrexate group, 60% of participants, and in the 

cyclosporine group, 71% of subjects, PASI-75 was 

reached. (13) Another research examined the effects of 

methotrexate and cyclosporine without using a 
placebo. With a statistically significant difference, the 

mean PASI score change for the cyclosporine group 

was 72% and for the methotrexate group, it was 58%. 

(14) Both drugs helped treat severe psoriasis, 

according to a previous study. In this clinical research, 

methotrexate was more successful than cyclosporine; 

after 12 weeks of therapy, the PASI score was reduced 

by 98.5 percent versus 85.6 percent in the cyclosporine 

group. (15) 

The systemic therapy with the greatest evidence to be 

successful for moderate to severe psoriasis includes 

biological medicines such as etanercept, ustekinumab, 

adalimumab, and infliximab, according to a meta-

analysis of 48 randomized controlled studies. These 

biological substances are more efficient than 
traditional ones such as methotrexate, cyclosporine, 

fumaric acid, retinoids, alefacept, and alefacept. (16) 

According to current psoriasis recommendations, 

those with mild-to-serious psoriasis who cannot take 

conventional treatment owing to consequences or are 
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sensitive to it may consider biological therapies. 

(17,18,19) Conventional systemic therapy is often 

used as the initial line of treatment since it is less 

expensive, especially in poor nations like Indonesia. 

(20) The most important question is when to switch 
from traditional systemic medication to biological 

treatment, based on internationally published 

consensus guidelines. (21) Psoriasis patients' average 

length of stay (LOS) in Pakistani hospitals seems to be 

higher than in industrialized nations. In comparison to 

patients who got cyclosporine, those who took 

methotrexate had a reduced mean LOS. In the United 

States, individuals with simple psoriasis spent an 

average of 4.6 days in the hospital, regardless of the 

disease's severity. In those with psoriasis who have 

severe infections, it may increase to 6.6 days. (22) 

According to further data, psoriasis patients' average 
LOS was 8.6 days. (23) Hospitalization may be 

necessary for individuals with moderate to severe 

psoriasis to complete diagnostic or treatments that 

cannot be completed at a first or secondary referral 

hospital. (24) Systemic conditions that need the care 

of additional experts are commonly present in people 

with severe psoriasis. Hospitalized psoriasis patients 

may have a worse quality of life and physical 

suffering, especially if they are older. (25) A 

qualitative study found that the reduction in quality of 

life started to get better right away after the patient was 
released from the hospital and persisted for three 

months. (26) It is important to be aware of the adverse 

effects of both methotrexate and cyclosporine since in 

certain studies, they affect more than half of the 

patients. As 14 individuals in the methotrexate group 

withdrew from the trial due to an unusually elevated 

liver enzyme, the study showed methotrexate side 

effects (27). Other side effects mentioned in the 

reports included nausea, especially on the day the 

medicine was administered, as well as muscle pain, 

fatigue, and paraesthesias in the fingers. (28,29) The 

most frequent cyclosporine adverse effect is elevated 
creatinine levels, which is subsequently accompanied 

by high blood pressure, hypertriglyceridemia, anxiety, 

and headache. (30) The study's shortcomings include 

the difficulty in establishing methotrexate and 

cyclosporine's long-term side effects after discharge 

due to several patients skipping outpatient follow-up 

appointments. 

CONCLUSIONS:  

The severity of severe psoriasis has been effectively 

reduced by cyclosporine and methotrexate. Although 

cyclosporine has been shown to result in higher 

decreases in PASI scores, patients using this medicine 

often remain in the hospital for a longer period. Before 

contemplating the use of biological medications as an 

option, it is important to evaluate the clinical response 

to these therapies. 
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